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Mindless or mindful?	

Mindless  
-  indifferent 
- unaware of or blind to 
-  in our own digital bubbles 

Mindful  
- alive  
- aware  
- conscious of someone or something	




Acceptable to be Mindless	




Not acceptable?



Digitized families



Too busy Yammering



In our own "
digital bubbles



I Forgot my Phone (over 42 million views)	




All about me



Matt Dorfman

Mindless !
or Mindful? !



Buster Benson	






Is there 
another way 
besides!
Digital 
Narcissism?!



A more mindful approach:!
Waging a bet between friends!

•  To give up meat for a 
month

•  2 serious carnivores
• How did they do it?
• Being creative and 

involving the family



Pride and joy!

	


“My daughter Anna Sofie and her friend 
Johanne made dinner today…Hashbrown with 
salad as a main and chocolate cake for 
dessert. Really nice.”	




Discovery and humour 

“Back to pasta today. Those small 
spinach and ricotta thingos are really 
nice. With a tomato and mushroom 
sauce. And a greek salad. And some 
extra cheese.”	


“Leftover Sunday. The white blob on 
the left is a slice of goats cheese 
pretending to be steak :-) 	




First breakfast …first steak!

“And there was bacon and sausages 
on the buffet too, but I proudly did 
not have any!”	


	


“T-bone steak: YES please. I think the 
photo speaks for itself…”	




It is OK to be mindless on your own…



But when with others?



Bridging the gap: 
mindless and mindful interactions	




Turn-taking and talking



Together and apart

Ambient Wood, Equator	




“How wet is this tree?”



“What did you probe?”









Shared views:  
wall display, iPads 
paper 	

Directed attention: 
wall display, iPads 
paper 	

 
 



Teamwork	

Sharing	


Comparing	






UniPad 	

• Orchestrating collaborative ���

activities 	


• Multi-device technology	


• One tablet per group ���
of 6/7 children	


•  Used in many classes ���
without researchers present	














Findings	


•  All took part in discussions for each round	


•  Passed and grabbed the tablets from each other	


•  Reflected on own and other team’s decisions: 
reading aloud, joshing, commenting 	


•  Condemned selfish behaviour, e.g. 	


“now we are broke because of your £60 stupid 
halloween party boo”	




Ad hoc meetings and 
connecting devices 



Engaging communities

With Jon Bird and Goldsmiths 	




Urbanized
Gary Hustwit



Mill Road, Cambridge, UK    


With Lisa Koeman and Vaiva Kalnikaitė	






The voting boxes





















Mindful technology 
can connect us more



Mindful appropriation of 
toolkit designed for one?

With Jeni Paay, Margot Brereton, Frank Vetere and Kate Vaisutis	




MaKey MaKey toolkit 	




Making a human circuit	






Summary: Mindful Technology
To be conscious or aware of something or 
someone
§  Constrain interfaces to trigger rich interactions around them

§  Control of action – sharing and passing around devices 
rather than having own

§  Provide awareness of other’s actions and intentions, 
enabling people to reflect, share and empathise 

§  Encourage comparison through availability of information

§  Switching between individual, group and community levels





Why should EICS think about 
mindful technology? 

Given it is “devoted to the engineering of usable and 
effective interactive computing systems”	


…with a focus on methods, techniques and tools	


As EICS moves into IoT and new user interfaces 
for cockpits, control centres and homes	


…to consider how best to design and support 
users’ interactions with others	
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